Welcome to our
2023
Early Explorers Concerts

The Orchestra Counts!
Welcome to an adventure in music education! Your students will explore mathematic connections and listen to the LPO perform exciting orchestral music.
Upon entering the concert venue, an LPO staff member will greet your group
with a musician station map and direct you to the first musician station in the
venue. Each area will highlight a number and correspond to a musical ensemble.
After classes visit three or four stations (approximately 20-25 minutes), the
whole orchestra will come together for a 25-minute concert.
Please make copies of this packet for all teachers involved. Thank you for all you
do on a daily basis for the benefit of your students, especially for introducing
them to great classical music.

We welcome your comments and suggestions regarding the
LPO’s Educational Programs. Comments can be sent by mail to:
Education Department
Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra
2533 Columbus Street, Suite 202
New Orleans, LA 70119
education@lpomusic.com
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Office Location:
2533 Columbus Street
Suite 202
New Orleans, LA 70119
504.523.6530 ext. 501 or 502
www.lpomusic.com
The LPO is the only fulltime musician-governed orchestra in the U.S. It was founded in
1991 by former members of the
New Orleans Symphony Orchestra. The musicians made great
sacrifices to keep a full-time professional symphony orchestra in
the state of Louisiana. Thirtytwo years later, the LPO continues to explore new approaches
to bringing the full orchestral
experience into the minds and
hearts of a diverse student population. With performances serving the New Orleans metro area,
our 2022-2023 season will address many educational benchmarks.
Immerse your students in
great music and give them a cultural experience that can be a
part of their future.

The orchestra consists of :
36 String players
12 Woodwind players
12 Brass players
2 Percussion players
1 Timpanist
1 Harpist

ABOUT THE LPO
Carlos Miguel Prieto, Adelaide Wisdom
Benjamin Music Director and Principal Conductor, is considered the leading Mexican
conductor of his generation. A highly
respected cultural leader, Prieto is Musical America’s 2019 Conductor of the Year.
He possesses a wide-ranging repertoire,
has led over 100 world premieres, and is a
champion of American and Latin American composers. Prieto serves as Music
Director and Principal Conductor of the
LPO, Music Director of North Carolina
Symphony and Orquesta Sinfónica de
Minería in Mexico, and Music Director of
the Orchestra of the Americas. Prieto is a
graduate of Princeton University and
received his MBA from Harvard Business
School.

As Guest Conductor of the LPO, David
Torns conducts the orchestra’s Early Explorer series as well as community performances. As Associate Conductor and
Principal Pops Conductor of the Baton
Rouge Symphony Orchestra, his recent
collaborations include The Wicked Divas,
Classical Mystery Tour, and Spectrum
Motown. Torns continues to be recognized for his vibrant personality, musical
depth, and his ability to communicate an
infectious joy for music to both musicians
and audiences alike. A graduate of the
Blair School of Music at Vanderbilt University and the College of Creative Arts at
West Virginia University, Torns began
his musical studies at the age of five on
the violin in his native city of San Diego,
California.
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CONCERT DAY INSTRUCTIONS
PLEASE DISCUSS PROCEDURES AND APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR
WITH STUDENTS BEFORE THE CONCERT!
The following guidelines will help make concert attendance more enjoyable:
1. Please go over your Teacher Guides with your students so that they are as well-prepared as
possible. Lessons you can incorporate into your curriculum are included.
2. Plan to arrive 5-10 minutes before your concert start time at 10AM (or 11:30AM). An LPO
staff member will greet you with an explorer station map at 10AM (or 11:30AM) and direct
you to meet musicians of the orchestra at three varying stations. Once you are finished
with the musician stations, please enter the hall in an orderly fashion and follow instructions to your seats.
3. LPO Staff may ask some chaperones to sit in the concert hall during the explorer stations to
ensure students have the best possible experience.
4. Students should go to the restroom and get drinks prior to leaving school. Since
our concert is brief, we want them to see all of it! If a student leaves the performance to get a drink or go to the restroom, they must be accompanied by a
chaperone. Please limit these activities to emergencies.
5. All mobile devices must be silenced; this includes watches set to beep on the
hour. FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO RECORDING ARE NOT
PERMITTED IN THE CONCERT HALL.
6. Remind students that we will dismiss schools after the concert. Their patience is
greatly appreciated.

CONCERT ETIQUETTE
Applause : The word applause comes from the Latin root “applausus,”

which means “the beating of wings.” When you go to a concert, you clap
your hands to show your appreciation of the performers and their work.

When to clap:
•
•
•

When the concertmaster, or lead violinist, walks on stage.
When the conductor walks on stage.
When a musical piece is all finished. You will know it is the end of the piece when our con-
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Program:
Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra
2023 Early Explorers Concerts
The Orchestra Counts!
David Torns, Guest Conductor

Antonín Dvořák (1841-1904)

Slavonic Dance No. 1

Leo Arnaud (1904-1991)

Bugler’s Dream

Samuel Coleridge-Taylor (1875-1912)

Noveletten No. 2

P.D.Q. Bach (1807-1742)?

Minuet et, tout a l’heure, trio from Octoot

Benjamin Britten (1913-1976)

Variation M, from Young Person’s Guide to
the Orchestra

Traditional

LPO Saints

Helping your group prepare for the
Early Explorers Concert
Listen to our Spotify playlist here: https://tinyurl.com/EE22-23 to become familiar with the music
beforehand.
Discuss concert format, applause, and audience behavior with students, teachers, and chaperones.
Incorporate activities on the following pages into your regular curriculum.
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Benchmark Connections
For
The Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra
Concert Theme:

The Orchestra Counts!
Art
PK-VA-CE1
Have student
draw a picture of
themselves playing their favorite
instrument.

Counting
N-5-E (CC-K.NBT.1)
Using the lesson plan on pages 10-11,
have students use instruments to
count to 100 by 1s, 5s, 10s and 25s.

Numbers
N-1,2,3-E (CC-K.CC.5)
Students should notice the numbers of musicians in ensembles
during exploring. When one musician plays alone, it is a solo, and
if two play together it is a duet or
duo. Three is a trio, 4 is a quartet,
5 is a quintet, 6 is a sextet, 7 is a
septet, and 8 is an octet. Usually
if an ensemble has 9 or more, they
are called a chamber group or an
orchestra. What kinds of ensembles did you see during your exploring?

Concert Behavior
PK-SE-C3
Review Concert
Etiquette, page 3 in this
packet

Music: Creative Expression
M-CE-E2
Using the activity sheet on page 9, discover the mathematics of music. Each note
has its own numeric value. Complete the
musical math problems!
M-CE-E5
Conduct along to the music from the concert (see page 8). Make sure you count
along with the beats and remember that
the strongest beat is always 1!

Reading
ELA-1-E4 (CC-RI.1.2, RI-K.2)
Read books about counting:
Curious George Learns to Count from 1 to 100
by H. A. Rey
Christopher Counting by Valeri Gorbachev
One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish by Dr. Seuss
Miss Spider’s Tea Party: The Counting Book
by David Kirk
Chicka Chicka 1, 2, 3
by Bill Martin Jr., and
Michael Sampson

Historical Thinking Skills
H-1A-E1
Students use words such as first,
next, and last to describe the chronology of their day visiting the
Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra.

Number and Number Relations
N-1-E, N-3-E (CC-K.CC.4a)
Count the number of musicians
in each section of the orchestra.
How many violins are there?
How many trumpets? How many
families of instruments?

Speaking and Listening
ELA-4-E5 (SL.K,1.2)
Using active listening strategies,
students answer questions from their
teacher about the concert they attended
and about the musicians and instruments they saw.
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Science as Inquiry
SI-E-A1, SI-E-A3
Why are instruments
sorted into families?
Do they sound the
same? Look the same?
Feel the same? Look at
the orchestra seating
chart in this guide.
Do families sit together? Why or why not?

Writing
ELA-2-E6 (CC-W.K,1.3)
Students write letters to
the LPO about their experience at the concert using
page 12 of the teacher
guide. Text can be supported by pictures.

The string family is the largest family in the orchestra. This is because it takes many string instruments to make a
sound that balances with the other instrument families. The instruments in the string family are the violin, viola, cello,
double bass, and harp. The violin, viola, cello, and double bass are made of wood and have a similar curvy shape, but
their sizes differ. The violin is the smallest and highest-pitched. The viola, cello, and double bass are progressively larger and lower sounding. All stringed instruments have strings stretched over them. The harp is played by plucking or
strumming the strings. The other instruments are played with a bow—a long stick with horsehair attached to it—or
by plucking.
Woodwind instruments look like long sticks. They make sound when a player blows into them. The instruments in
the woodwind family include the flute, piccolo, clarinet, oboe, English horn, and bassoon. The piccolo and flute are
made of metal. All of the others are constructed from wood. The different shapes and materials of each instrument help
to create its own unique sound. The orchestra often has two, three, or four of each woodwind instrument. Woodwind
musicians often play solos because woodwinds can be heard even when there are many other instruments playing.
As their name implies, the instruments of the brass family are made of brass. Brass players produce sound by "buzzing"
their lips together on the surface of the instrument’s mouthpiece. Brass family members are the trumpet, French horn,
trombone, and tuba. The orchestra usually has one or two of each brass instrument and sometimes more. Brass instruments are loud. For this reason, they are often used in military bands, which play outdoors much of the time. Brass instruments are long brass tubes that flare at one end. Because they are so long, the tubes are bent and coiled into compact shapes so they can be held easily.
The percussion family includes any instrument that is struck, scraped, or shaken. Some percussion instruments have
no pitch. They produce sharp sounds that provide the rhythmic beat for the orchestra. The drum, woodblock, maraca,
tambourine, cymbal, gong, and triangle are un-pitched percussion instruments. Other percussion instruments have
pitch and can play melodies. The xylophone, marimba, glockenspiel, chimes, and orchestra bells are pitched percussion
instruments. Percussion instruments are probably the oldest instruments. All cultures have instruments that correspond with the instruments of the orchestra and can be bowed, plucked, blown, or struck.
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Text Courtesy of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra

Circle the instrument that has the highest
number. Draw a box around the instruments
that have the smallest number. Which instrument is your favorite? Why? Draw a
triangle around that instrument.

5 basses
7 cellos

1 conductor

7 violas

17 violins
3 flutes

3 oboes 3 clarinets

3 bassoons

2 percussionists

1 timpanist

3 trumpets

1 tuba

1 harp

5 horns
1 piano

3 trombones
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This year’s Early Explorers concerts are all about the numbers.
Our conductor is always thinking about the number of beats in a
measure. Check out the diagrams below for a preview of what
our conductor will do for the concert!
The conductor of the orchestra is constantly beating the pattern of the music so that the musicians in the orchestra stay together. Music has different patterns of beats. Here are examples of
conducting patterns in 1, 2, and 3. The numbers of the diagrams indicate where the beat falls in
the pattern (at the bottom of a curve). Remember that the strongest beat is always 1, so that will
be the largest motion.

2
1

1
This music has one beat
per measure.

This music has two beats
per measure.

See Below for more Teacher Resources!
To listen to sound clips of orchestral works, go to
www.nyphilkids.org, www.dsokids.com,
www.classicsforkids.com, and
www.givethemmusic.org.
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3
1

2

This music has three beats
per measure.

Whole note
4

Each music note has its own
shape that tells you its value, or
length in time. A whole note is
worth 4 beats, a half note is 2
beats, a quarter note is 1 beat
and an eighth note is 1/2 of a
beat.

Half notes
2

2

Quarter notes
1

1

1

1

Eighth notes
½

½

½

½

½

½

½

Below are some music math problems. Write in the number values of each note
to help complete the equation. The first one is done for you. Refer to the Pyramid
of Values above. How many eighth notes equal one
whole
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Title/Topic: Count the Beats!
Time Frame: 30-50 minutes
Overview:
Students reinforce counting skills while learning to keep a steady beat with percussion.
Standard: Creative Expression
Arts Benchmark:
Music: Creative Expression
M – CE – E3
Identify major works of great composers and recognize achievements of
prominent musicians (4, 5)
Foundation skills: Communication, Linking and Generating Knowledge
Student Understandings: Students understand the importance of counting beats in music.
Grade Level Expectations (GLEs) – Mathematics: Number and Number Relations
N– 1 – E, N – 3 – E,
Count to 100 by 1s, 5s, 10s, and 25s.
N – 4 – E, K.CC.5
1.
Interdisciplinary Connections:
Students connect steady beat and percussion skills with the counting skills and number relations that
they are learning.
Vocabulary: beat, percussion
Materials and Equipment:
Percussion instruments (shakers, tambourines, xylophones), and/or materials to create their own
instruments (cups, beads, beans, rubberbands, cardboard tubes, etc.), number chart
Prior Knowledge:
Students should be familiar with counting by 1s, 5s, 10s, and 25s as well as proper instrument care.
Sample Lesson:
The teacher has students sit in a large circle on the floor of the classroom. Class percussion instruments
should be arranged in the center of the circle. The teacher plays or sings a song that the students are
familiar with and join in singing the song with the teacher (Pop, Goes the Weasel or Twinkle, Twinkle
Little Star, etc.). Next, students are asked to clap the steady beat of the song as they sing along with the
song. Teachers may also use recordings from our Spotify playlist of this concert such as Mozart’s
“Marriage of Figaro.” (This takes 5-10 minutes.)
After singing, the students are asked to count in a steady beat from 1 to 20 so that the teacher can assess
their comprehension of steady beat. Students count along with the teacher to 100 by 5s, 10s, and 25s,
stopping to mark the 5s, 10s and 25s on a number chart of 1 to 100. Teacher marks the 5s, 10s, and 25s
with a special color or symbol. After marking the special numbers, the students and teacher select a
particular percussion instrument or style of playing that will be associated with that set of numbers. For
example, for 5s a student shakes a tambourine, for 10s a student plays a xylophone, and for 25s a student
rings a bell. The teacher divides the class into three separate groups 5s, 10s, and 25s and assigns
instruments to each of the groups. (This takes 10-15 minutes.)
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Each of the groups demonstrates their counting by 5s or 10s or 25s before they count to 100 as a
class. All students should count together, but only the ‘performing group’ gets to play their
instruments. After each group has performed for the class, students count from 1 to 100 and play
their instruments when one of their numbers is said. For example, students count “1, 2, 3, 4,”
tambourine shakes on 5, and students continue counting “6, 7, 8, 9,” tambourine and xylophones
play on 10, etc. (This takes 10-15 minutes.)
After the groups count to 100 while playing on the 5s, 10s, and 25s, the teacher asks if students
noticed any numbers that all the students played together (10, 50, and 100). Who played the most?
Who played the least? What else did you notice? After reviewing their ‘performance,’ students put
the percussion instruments back in the center of the circle. (This takes 5-10 minutes.)
Extension:
Teachers can extend this lesson by adding counting by 2s after students have been counting by 5s,
10s, and 25s for a while. Students can also build their own instruments with cups, beads, rice, or
cardboard tubing, and use a different style of playing rather than a different instrument to represent
the different number categories. For example, students can tap on the instrument for 5s and shake
the instrument for 10s.
Sample Assessments:
Formative: Throughout the lesson the teacher listens to the students counting in a steady beat and
can assess their knowledge of 5s, 10s, and 25s by the students’ performances.
Resources:
For more lessons and activities visit www.LPOmusic.com and click “Education.”
For more songs and activities about counting visit www.sesamestreet.org

For more lesson plans visit:
http://www.atozteacherstuff.com/Lesson_Plans/Mathematics/
__Grades_K-2/index.shtml
http://artsedge.kennedy-center.org/educators.aspx
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My letter to the LPO
Dear Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra,
I came to an Early Explorers Concert on____________ (date).
My favorite part of the concert was__________________________

_______________________________________________________
I was surprised by ________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
I learned _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
I want to know more about ________________________________
_______________________________________________________
I am glad __________________________________________

_________________________________________________
Your friend,
___________________________ (name)
Teachers: Please mail this letter to:
Education Department, Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra
2533 Columbus Street, Suite 202, New Orleans, LA 70112

Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra’s
Early Explorers program
are made possible by:
The Theresa Bittenbring
Marque & John Henry
Marque Fund
Mary Freeman
Wisdom
Foundation

Azby Fund

RosaMary Foundation

Collins C. Diboll
Foundation
J. Edgar Monroe
Foundation

Lois and Lloyd
Hawkins Jr. Foun- Benjamin S. Brupbacher, Jr.
dation
& Lois Weil Brupbacher
Family Foundation

Kathleen Moore
Vick Foundation

Edwin and Barbara
Beckman

Supported by a grant from the Louisiana Division of the Arts, Office of Cultural Development, Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism, in cooperation with the Louisiana State Arts Council. Funding has also been provided
by the National Endowment for the Arts, Art Works.

This program is supported in part by a Community Arts Grant
made possible by the City of New Orleans as
administered by the Arts Council of New Orleans.

